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Peace of Mind Starts Here
Introducing Hubble Eclipse, the new Smart Wi-Fi Audio Monitor and Soother with multi-color night light and Bluetooth speaker. This new 
innovation from Hubble Connected is the ideal sleeping solution in both form and function. Featuring a unique, sleek cylindrical design, the soother 
comes with a selection of preloaded lullabies, soothing sounds, and audio stories, and serves as a Bluetooth speaker to use as your family grows. 
Using the Smart Sleep Trainer in the HubbleClub app, parents can establish a routine for “time to sleep” and “time to rise” with the option to link a 
chosen light color and sound for both functions. Ultimately, children will begin associating sounds and colors with bedtime or daytime, establishing 
a healthy sleep routine that will help build consistency in their waking and resting habits. Finally, use Eclipse as an audio monitor compatible with 
iOS or Android smart devices. The Eclipse Smart Soother & Wi-Fi Audio Monitor has won the Parents’ Pick Best Health and Safety product award.

Download the FREE HubbleClub App to manage your Eclipse Smart Wi-Fi Audio Monitor and Soother and get access to a large selection of 
soothing nature sounds, lullabies, and stories, as well as create personalized bedtime and wake-up routines to establish healthy sleep habits for 
your child. Personalize your nightlight color from the in-app color selector and monitor your baby via the 2-way audio function. Create personal 
audio recordings, control light sensitivity, and adjust the volume to ensure baby’s comfort. You can also access the Baby Growth Tracker to log 
each meaningful milestone along your baby’s journey. The HubbleClub app also gives you access to a library of parenting resources, membership 
into our Hubble Community for parents and additional content for both parents and children.

Hubble Eclipse. Peace of Mind Starts Here.



What's in the box?

• Touch Keys with Backlight (7 Keys)
• HD Bluetooth Sound Speaker
• Multi-Color Night Light 
• Soother volume control
• Preloaded lullabies, soothing sounds,
   and audio books
• Voice Detection (Audio Monitor)
• Customizable Sleep Trainer

Features Hubble Services Shipping Information

• Model (SKU): HCSECLPSWB
• UPC: 810074830775
• ITF (Case):  10810074830772
• Carton Qty: 3
• Gift Box Size: 
   6.28" (W) x 3.15" (D) x 8.27" (H)
• Gift Box Weight: 1 lbs.
• Outer Carton Size: 
   10.59" (W) x 7.68" (D) x 9.33" (H)
• Outer Carton Weight: 3.6 lbs.
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Footprint & 
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*Wall Adaptor 
  Not Included

• Expert Sleep Advice &
   Parenting Tips
• Compatible with iOS and
  Android devices
• Baby Growth Tracker 
• Feeding, Sleep and Diaper Log
• Library of additional lullabies,
  audiobooks, and soothing sounds
• Compatible with iOS and
   Android devices
• 2-Way Talk Function
• Membership to the
   Hubble Community


